<}4	GREAT TRADE ROUTE
I say to the slightly impatient but still long-suffering
sharer of my gastronomic adventures who is in a hurry to
know what diplomats eat:
"I don't see, if Biala draws all the hotel signs you want.,
how it's going to help the idea of the book* . - . This chapter
is about the Nations living at peace. ..."
"The hotel signs ..." the New Yorker begins and
shivers.
I say coldly:
"You appear to be cold."
That unfortunate trans-Atlantic says: "Yes, it's un-
doubtedly cold."
For me, hardened by my London youth, to sit on a bench
in a Nordic Nor'Easter in only the clothes I usually wear in
Provence isn't disagreeable. It gives me a feeling of Nordic
virtue; I resemble in that my Viking ancestors—whom I
never had. And I explain to that Manhattanite that if one's
youth has not been softened by central heating and calorific
self-indulgence one can come straight from the sun of our
Mediterranean slopes to these grey sprays on the edge of
the civilized world and have one's train of thought in no
way interrupted. Let us at least not move until we have
determined what views shall here illustrate these pages.
If we do move we shall meet, surely, Monsieur Heniot, or
the Permanent Secretary, or the Chinese representative,
or the Christian Science Monitor man with his charming-
accented wife, and then we shall forget all about the illus-
trations. And have to begin the discussion all over again
after midnight.
There is a gull that sits on the round ball of a flagstaff
behind a white steam launch- All the other gulls crowd to-
gether on the breakwater, turning their breasts to the gale.
But that one, contrary to the habits of its kind, makes con-
tinuously short excursions, swallow flights, round over the
water, and returns to its ball. We have observed him
several times. I say:
"That .gull is surely a sort of Columbus. He's thought out
that fool trick before any of his companions* One day he
will have his Day- And Monument!"

